NOTES:

1. MATERIAL: 6063-T5 ALUMINUM

2. FINISH: CLEAR ANODIZED

3. 1/4"-20 x 1" PHILLIPS FLAT HEAD STAINLESS STEEL SCREW (14201PFMS188) WITH LOCK NUT (1420NLN188), INCLUDED.

4. PROVIDED IN 12' CONTINUOUS LENGTHS, TO BE FIELD CUT AND DRILLED.

5. RETURNS AND CORNERS: PRE CUT AND DRILLED FOR FIELD INSTALLATION.
   END CAP: # BCRAE4-BI3-EC
   OUTSIDE CORNER: # BCRAE4-BI3-OC
   INSIDE CORNER: # BCRAE4-BI3-IC

6. PARTITION COMPONENTS BY OTHERS.

FASTENERS: 1/4"-20 BOLTS WITH TOGGLE WINGS 32" [813mm] O.C. MAX. BY OTHERS